We appreciate the thoughtful comments from Blackberry et al. ([@B1]) on our article ([@B2]) and the insights they provide based on their efforts to improve medication adherence and timely treatment intensification in adults with diabetes ([@B3]). Although our study ([@B2]) and the study of Blackberry et al. ([@B3]) failed to improve medication adherence rates, another recent report by Derose et al. ([@B4]) showed that an automated telephone call from a computer to patients who had been prescribed a statin but had not filled the prescription within 2 weeks did in fact significantly and substantially improve primary adherence (first prescription fill) and statin persistence at 12 months. A differentiating feature of the study by Derose et al. is that it narrowly targeted patients who had not yet filled their prescription, while we found that over 75% of our targeted patients had already filled the prescription at the time of the intervention call.

As health information technology becomes more integrated, it may be possible to replicate the low-cost intervention from the study by Derose et al. in more care systems. However, few care systems or clinics currently have timely and systematic access to pharmacy prescription fill data that is needed to precisely target patients at risk for primary nonadherence. Efforts to develop more integrated clinical data systems may be a prerequisite for broader implementation of proactive interventions to improve primary adherence.

We agree with Blackberry et al. ([@B1]) that timely treatment intensification in patients who have not reached evidence-based goals is desirable but difficult to achieve. A major obstacle to timely treatment intensification is lack of focus on particular clinical opportunities due to competing demands during brief clinical encounters. Prior work has shown that an electronic medical record point-of-care clinical decision support system can significantly improve glucose control and some aspects of blood pressure control in adults with diabetes ([@B5]), and we propose that broad use of clinical decision support systems that provide timely and accessible information to both the patient and the provider at the time of the encounter can complement the other care improvement strategies mentioned by Blackberry et al. ([@B1]).
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